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LIVE THE LEGEND.
HONDA MARINE

There’s a simple reason why Honda’s four-stroke marine engines lead the world in performance, reliability,
fuel-efficiency and environmental responsibility… the company has been making them for a long time!
Almost 50 years ago, way back in 1964, when other companies were
dabbling in various forms of futureless two-stroke technology, Honda
adopted the policy of manufacturing only four-stroke outboard engines.
The company’s commitment to first class four-stroke outboard
technology can be found in the words of Mr Soichiro Honda, when
he gave the following directive to Honda staff:
“Two things are most important: If they are not reliable, people’s
lives can be endangered. Second – water cleanliness. What will
happen to our oceans, lakes and rivers if all that exhaust gas mixed
with oil gets pumped into the water? I don’t care if everyone else
is making two-strokes – Honda has to make four-strokes.”

As the world’s largest engine manufacturer, with its engines forged
and tested on racetracks and roads around the globe, Honda has
been tireless in applying advanced thinking to its marine engines and
challenging the rest of the industry to keep up.
So, when you consider buying a new boat or re-powering your
current one, remember who was there from the beginning. Consider
the experience that’ll take you over the water with whisper stealth,
solid reliability, a trusted warranty and engine technologies no-one
else offers…
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THE POWER OF
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DREAMS

honda is a company builT on
The ‘power of dreams’. since
manufacTuring The firsT engineequipped bicycle in 1948, honda has
conTinued To deliver innovaTive
and reliable producTs for almosT
every applicaTion – from sTaTionary
engines To corporaTe jeTs. beTween
Those Two exTremes, honda produces
moTor vehicles, moTorcycles, power
equipmenT and world-leading
ouTboard engines. honda producTs
deliver ToTal consumer saTisfacTion
wiTh maximum performance and
conTinued reliabiliTy Through
superior engineering and innovaTive,
honda-exclusive Technologies.
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world-leading Technology
From cars to motorcycles to outboard
engines, Honda enjoys a proud legacy of
technological innovation and leadership.
When you purchase a Honda product you
purchase something far more than the sum
of its parts. That’s because each Honda
product is designed and engineered to be
the leader in its field.
Put simply, Honda is passionate about
improving on perfection and creating the
benchmarks that others try to emulate.
That’s why every Honda product is built
to be the best and to deliver optimum
performance, reliability and economy.

The world’s largesT engine
manufacTurer
With over 380 subsidiaries and affiliates of
its Japanese headquarters firmly established
worldwide, Honda Motor Co. – akin its
world-renowned product – is a finely-tuned
and powerful machine.
Incorporating state-of-the-art technology,
scrupulous quality, safety and superb
performance, over 20 million Honda products
are produced each year – firmly cementing
Honda’s position as the world’s largest and
most respected engine manufacturer.

Honda’s advanced engineering delivers the
world’s best engines, year after year.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY

HONDA-EXCLUSIVE

TECHNOLOGIES

Honda leads the world with
its innovative automotive and
marine engine technologies.
While other companies
are busy attempting to
emulate it, Honda is working
hard to pioneer the next
breakthrough…

Variable Valve Timing &
Lift Electronic Control
Developed for Honda’s highperformance sportscars, VTEC™
varies the lift and duration of the
intake valves to provide optimum
performance both at low rpm and
at high rpm. Available on several
mid- and high-horsepower Honda
outboards, VTEC™ delivers smooth
stable idling with a reduction in fuel
consumption at low speeds, while the
increased valve lift at higher speeds
broadens the torque curve to deliver
incredible top-end power.

Boosted Low Speed Torque
Honda’s revolutionary BLAST™ air/
fuel ratio and ignition-timing technology
utilises MBT – Minimum advance for
Best Torque – trace control. By linking
the ignition timing control of the engine
to the air/fuel ratio, it sets the optimum
timing via computer control. BLAST™
traces the air/fuel ratio that results in
the maximum torque for each engine
revolution, while simultaneously tracing
the maximum knock limit ignition timing

that can be obtained using a rich air/
fuel ratio in the full throttle zone, and
advances the ignition timing to the
limit – to produce even greater torque.
This boost in horsepower and torque
at low rpm delivers powerful hole shot
performance to get the hull up on plane
quickly! BLAST™ is inherent to every
model from the compact BF40 right up
to the class-leading BF250.

honda’s exclusive corrosion proTecTion
There’s much more than just classy cosmetic appearance
behind Honda’s attention-grabbing aquamarine silver finish.
Every Honda engine undergoes a vigorous four-stage coating
process for protection against harsh conditions such as
ultraviolet rays and extensive saltwater exposure. First, the
double-sealed anodising treatment is applied to the aluminium
alloy base, followed by the epoxy primer undercoat, the acrylic
silver paint and, finally, the acrylic resin topcoat. With Honda,
complete durability means innovation at every level.
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acrylic resin clear overcoat
acrylic resin metallic coating
epoxy primer undercoat
double sealed treatment
honda aluminium alloy

world-renowned reliabiliTy

compleTe securiTy

Honda delivers power with unrivalled
reliability. Honda’s deep level of experience
and commitment to precision manufacturing
techniques has resulted a world-leading
reputation. The sleek design of Honda
outboards reflects the superb engineering
that goes into every model, which pairs
proven technology with reliability that is
unmatched by any other manufacturer.

Honda outboards come with a complete
range of security features, including
innovative Engine Alert Systems that monitor
critical engine functions and alert the operator
before any damage occurs. More importantly,
junior operators have the tools they need to
head out to sea with confidence. With neutral
gear or start-in-gear protection, as well as
an emergency kill switch that attaches to the
operator’s wrist, Honda increases on-water
confidence in all situations.

superior fuel efficiency

ECONOMy
CONTROLLED MOTOR
Along with Honda’s Programmed
Fuel Injection (PGM-FI), most
models in Honda’s outboard engine
range incorporate lean burn control
technology, which allows combustion
to operate on a leaner air/fuel ratio
than stoichiometric air/fuel. An O2
sensor precisely controls the air/fuel
mixture for the best fuel economy
at cruising speeds. The mode in
which lean burn control is used
during cruising to achieve higher fuel
economy is referred to as ECOmo.

Honda’s advanced four-stroke technology
ensures very low fuel consumption
without compromising performance. By
comparison, Honda outboards are around
50 per cent more efficient than conventional
two-stroke outboards. Honda’s technology
also reduces harmful exhaust emissions.

indusTry-leading
five-year warranTy
Honda set the benchmark for guaranteed
reliability and hassle-free boating when
it introduced the industry’s first fiveyear domestic warranty many years ago.
Available on every outboard in Honda’s
impressive range, from the lightweight
BF2.3 right up to the powerful BF250,
it is the industry’s most comprehensive
warranty – further confirming Honda’s
reputation for engineering excellence.

honda finance
Your purchase of a Honda outboard engine
guarantees servicing and comprehensive
parts back-up from one of the largest marine
dealer networks in Australia. With a range
of flexible finance packages available,
Honda MPE Financial Services can help
you own your Honda outboard or boat and
trailer package sooner. For details about
Honda MPE Financial Services, contact your
local participating Honda Marine dealer,
call 1300 1 HONDA or visit honda.com.au
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COMMITMENT TO THE

ENVIRONMENT

ENVIRONMENT

HONDA The pioneer of four-sTroke ouTboard Technology

1964

1967

1971

1987

1990

1993

1997

1998

1999

The fuTure
ure is
in four-sTroke
roke

GB25

B45 & B75

Bf8, Bf9.9
& Bf15

Bf35 &
Bf45

Bf25

larGesT
four-sTroke
ouTBoard
oard planT

World’s firsTT
four-sTroke
over 100hp

Bf2

• Honda releases its first
four-stroke outboard, the
4hp GB30.

• 59cc 2.5hp four-stroke
outboard engine
manufactured.

• 126cc 4.5hp & 149cc
7.5hp water cooled
four-stroke outboard
engines manufactured.

• 197cc 8hp, 280cc 9.9hp
& 15hp water cooled
four-stroke outboard
engines manufactured.

• 808cc 35hp & 45hp
water cooled four-stroke
outboard engines
manufactured.

• 499cc 25hp water
cooled four-stroke
outboard engine
manufactured.

• First outboard
manufacturer to achieve
total production of
500,000 four-stroke
outboards from Honda’s
Hamamatsu factory plant
in Japan.

• First outboard company
to manufacture a
four-stroke outboard
over 100hp.

• 57cc 2hp four-stroke
outboard engine
manufactured.

• Honda is already
convinced that fourstroke outboard engine
technology is the
technology of
the future.

respecT for The environmenT
has always been an inTegral
parT of The honda philosophy
when designing new
producTs for The global
markeT. for nearly 50 years,
honda has been devoTed
To providing boaTers wiTh
The Tools To help proTecT
The environmenT… and will
conTinue To do so Through
iTs unwavering commiTmenT
To The environmenT.

e-spec
The e-spec concept is expressed in the
day-to-day operation of Honda outboard
engines. Honda shall make every effort to
continuously reduce emission and noise
levels. Honda shall reduce CO2 emissions
by means of increased fuel efficiency
for engines and new frame-related
technologies for finished products. So,
no matter which Honda engine takes you
out to sea, you can be sure it is taking the
cleanest route possible.

honda environmenT
sTaTemenT
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Honda’s environmental commitment
extends to all facets of its global business,
as detailed in its environmental policy
statement (excerpt below), established and
announced over 20 years ago:
As a responsible member of society whose
task lies in the preservation of the global
environment, the company will make every
effort to contribute to human health and
the preservation of the global environment
in each phase of its corporate activity. Only
in this way will we be able to count on a
successful future not only for our company,
but for the entire world.

ulTra-low emissions
Honda has demonstrated that ultra-low
emission levels are not only possible,
but such a commitment is the right thing
to do to protect the environment – now
and for the future. Further, every Honda
four-stroke marine engine is engineered
to unique ‘e-spec’ standards that set the
benchmark for both ultra-low emissions
and whisper quiet operation.

Image courtesy: almcglashan.com

2000

2001

2002

2003

2005

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Bf8 & Bf10

Bf175, Bf200
200
& Bf225

Bf15 & Bf20
20

Bf135 & Bf150
150

Bf175, Bf200
200
& Bf225

Bf75 & Bf90
90

Bf40 & Bf50
50

Bf60
B

Bf115, Bf135,
135,
Bf150, Bf175,
175,
Bf200 & Bf225
225

Bf250

• 222cc 8hp &
10hp water
cooled four-stroke
outboard engines
manufactured.

• 3471cc 175hp, 200hp
& 225hp water cooled
four-stroke outboard
engines manufactured.

• 350cc 15hp
& 20hp water
cooled four-stroke
outboard engines
manufactured.

• 2354cc 135hp &
150hp water cooled
four-stroke outboard
engines manufactured.

• Featuring a narrow
60° V profile, large
displacement 3.5L V6,
SOHC engine.

• The lightest weight
engines ever produced
in their class.

• 22% greater fuel
efficiency than
previous models.

• Honda’s muchanticipated, brand
new BF60.

• Completely new BF115,
incorporating BLAST
and ECOmo.

• Introduce Honda’s brand
new flagship outboard
– BF250 Silver Bullet

• Models compliant with
strict CARB 2008 ultra
low emission regulations
and feature technologies
such as VTEC, Dual
Stage Induction, threeway cooling & lean
burn control.

• Re-designed with an
advanced Electronic
Command Module (ECM),
featuring an air feedback
sensor and Honda’s
industry exclusive
lean burn control
system, reducing fuel
consumption by 5%.

• Unparalleled power to
weight ratio.

• Class-leading
lightweight package
with ultra quiet
operation.

• Combines exclusive
Honda technologies
in a lightest-weightin-class package that
delivers best-in-class
performance.

• Reworked and refined
BF135, BF150, BF175,
BF200 and BF225 are
released to deliver more
torque, even greater fuel
efficiency, incorporate
NMEA 2000 compatibility
and other advantages such
as BLAST and ECOmo.

• Honda changes its
outboard engine colour
from Oyster Sliver to the
new Aquamarine Silver.

• Models compliant
with strict CARB
2008 ultra low
emission regulations.

• Models compliant with
strict CARB 2008 ultra low
emission regulations and
feature technologies such
as VTEC & Dual Stage
Induction.

• Models compliant
with strict CARB
2008 ultra low
emission regulations.

• Feature technologies
such BLAST, VTEC,
ECOmo.
• OEDA three star
Ultra-Low
Emission rating.

• Technologies such as
BLAST and PGM-FI
(Programmed Fuel
Injection).
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wiTh a unique synergy of auTomoTive and marine engine Technologies, The bf250 epiTomises honda’s
passion for engineering excellence. wiTh iTs new 3.6l v6 engine, world-firsT direcT air inducTion
sysTem and sTriking new cowl design, The bf250 delivers The ulTimaTe on-waTer experience.

BF250

LIVE THE LEGEND.
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sTylish new look
Reinforcing Honda’s
global position as a
premium brand, the
classy new Aquamarine
Silver colour and new
graphics introduce a
new generation of Honda
outboards. The innovative
Power Intake design also creates a
powerful, slim-line appearance.

new: large displacemenT v6
New 60°, V6, 3.6L. A
powerful, compact,
24-valve SOHC design,
ensures superior
performance, reliability
and durability based on
Honda’s engineering
excellence. This narrow
V6 engine concept allows
for simplified installation, particularly in
multiple engine installation packages.

new: power inTake
air sysTem
The dynamic design
feature of the BF250
allows external air to
be drawn directly into
the engine. The result
is a reduction in intake
air temperature and an
increase in air volume
to the engine to deliver
outstanding overall performance.

honda.com.au

NEW FLAGSHIP ENGINE DELIVERS ON ALL FRONTS

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy
& SPECIAL FEATURES
racing Technology

new: shifT load conTrol

VTEC™ delivers more power, torque and
efficiency at every speed. At 4500rpm,
VTEC™ engages a special high lift cam
profile to provide more air (through increased
valve opening) into the combustion chamber,
resulting in more engine power.

An all-new Shift Load
Control system reduces
operator gear shift effort and
facilitates smoother gear
changing. When shifting
from forward, reverse and
neutral, the ECU analyses
the engine speed and
throttle position and in turn changes the
ignition timing, modifying engine torque.

new: gear case
The all-new gear case
profile of the BF250
greatly enhances the
hydrodynamics of
the engine, increasing
underwater efficiency. A
revised gear ratio of 2:1 has also
been introduced. This ratio allows the
engine to produce powerful thrust and propeller
grip. These two features allow the BF250 to
accept much larger diameter propellers.

lean burn conTrol
Lean burn control further improves fuel
consumption (in cruising mode) versus
competing outboards, resulting in reduced
running costs. The mode in which lean burn
control is used, is referred to as ECOmo
(Economy Controlled Motor).

nmea 2000 complianT
NMEA2000 compliance allows the
engine to communicate with onboard
marine electronics to deliver a wide
range of information – speed, rpm,
temperature, fuel usage and other data
– to head-unit displays.

new: auTomaTic idle charge

five-year warranTy

The Automatic Idle Charge system
meets increasing demand from onboard
electronic equipment. At idle speed, if
electrical demand increases the alternator
automatically produces a higher output.

Honda sets the benchmark for guaranteed
reliability and hassle-free boating with the
industry’s most comprehensive five-year
domestic warranty.

feaTures
boosTed low speed Torque
(blasT™)
Rapid throttle movement activates
BLAST™, which significantly improves
hole shot and acceleration. Advanced
ignition timing produces more torque to
get the hull on the plane quicker.

NM
EA2000

• ‘OnDemand’60amp,belt-driven
alternator reduces heat build-up and
provides superior battery charging
capability – 48amp at trolling speed!
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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BF225/200/175

ABSOLUTE
POWER
HONDA’S BF175, BF200 AND BF225, WITH POWERFUL LARGE-DISPLACEMENT
3.5L V6 ENGINES, PROVIDE BOATERS WITH THE MOST TECHNOLOGICALLY
ADVANCED OUTBOARD POWER AVAILABLE. BASED ON THE PROVEN
TECHNOLOGY OF HONDA’S AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES and incorporating
exclusive marine technologies, THESE REVOLUTIONARY, HIGHHORSEPOWER OUTBOARDS DELIVER SUPERIOR TORQUE, TOP-END SPEED
AND OVERALL WORLD-CLASS PERFORMANCE, RELIABILITY AND DURABILITY
IN A NARROW, BALANCED 60° ‘V’ PROFILE POWERPLANT.

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

maximum power

ulTimaTe comforT

Packed with power, the BF175, BF200
and BF225 incorporate Honda’s
revolutionary Boosted Low Speed Torque
(BLAST™) air/fuel ratio and ignitiontiming technology, and lean burn control
to deliver powerful acceleration together
with outstanding fuel economy during
cruising (ECOmo). A high-performance
gear case further contributes to the V6
engine series’ impressive acceleration
and top-end speed. The BF225 is also
equipped with Variable Valve Timing and
Lift Electronic Control (VTEC™) – the
same system Honda uses in its racing
technology, sportscars and other motor
vehicles. VTEC™ ensures smooth, stable
idling, while the increased valve lift at
high revs broadens the torque curve
and provides incredible top-end power.
All three engines are also NMEA2000
compatible, which allows the engines to
communicate with onboard electronics
to deliver a wide-range of information to
head-unit displays.

These engines are twice as quiet as
conventional two-stroke outboards.
Honda’s Variable Air Intake system
controls the volume and velocity of air in
the combustion chamber, making cruising
as smooth as it is enjoyable. The use
of linear rubber mounts, combined with
innovative design features that see the
flywheel positioned below the powerhead,
ensures vibration levels are extremely low.

minimum consumpTion

boosTed low speed
Torque (blasT™)

The BF175, BF200 and BF225 consume
up to 50% less fuel than conventional
two-stroke engines, thanks to Honda’s
exclusive Programmed Fuel Injection
(PGM-FI) and lean burn control systems.
These advanced systems optimise the
air/fuel mixture to ensure maximum
performance out of every drop.

honda.com.au

large displacemenT v6
60° V6 3.5L. A powerful,
compact, 24-valve
SOHC design. Lacking
the bulk and weight
of long intake runners
and multi-camshafts,
the narrow V6 design
ensures superior
performance and
durability based on
Honda’s automotive engineering excellence.

This patented technology pioneers a new
age in four-stroke outboard engines and
will be the benchmark for future Honda
engine designs.

racing Technology
VTEC™ delivers more power,
torque and efficiency at every speed.
At 4500rpm, a special high-lift cam
engages to pack more air into the
combustion chamber to produce more
power. VTEC™ and Dual Stage Induction
work to produce a longer, flatter torque
profile: the ultimate in fine-tuned
performance. [VTEC: BF225 only]

nmea2000 compaTible
NMEA2000 compatibility allows the
engine to communicate with onboard
marine electronics to deliver a wide-range
of information to head-unit displays.
When networked with a NMEA2000
capable marine electronics unit, engine
data such as speed, rpm, temperature,
fuel usage and other data can be
displayed on the unit’s screen.

Hole shot and acceleration is significantly
improved by MBT trace control (ignition
timing). MBT – Minimum advance for
Best Torque. Advanced ignition timing
develops more horsepower at low revs
to get the hull up on the plane quicker.
Super-strong acceleration with rapid
advancement of the throttle.

NM
EA2000

lean burn conTrol
Inclusion of lean burn control offers
significantly improved fuel consumption
over Direct Injection two-stroke models
and even further improved consumption
over competing four-stroke models.
The mode in which lean burn control is
used, is referred to as ECOmo (Economy
Controlled Motor).

feaTures
• ‘OnDemand’60amp,belt-driven
alternator reduces heat build-up and
provides superior battery charging
capability – 48amp at trolling speed!
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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Technology
ThaT delivers
honda’s bf115, bf135, bf150 deliver world-renowned qualiTy
and reliabiliTy Through advanced engineering. achieving
unparalleled levels of performance, These engines seT The
sTandard in innovaTion feaTuring advanced inline four-cylinder
Technology, drawn from honda’s decades of auTomoTive
experience. These engines feaTure a range of honda-exclusive
Technologies ThaT place Them in a league of Their own.

BF150/135/115

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

cuTTing-edge advanTages

racing Technology

nmea2000 compaTible

feaTures

Honda’s BF115, BF135 and BF150 deliver
seamless performance and optimum
power for a smooth and enjoyable boating
experience. Based on the same reliable
engine that powers the globally-popular
Honda Accord, the BF115, BF135 and
BF150 have been manufactured with the
world’s most innovative, efficient and
reliable technology. Both outboards offer
power-to-weight ratios to rival two-stroke
engines in the same class. Designed for
use in all environments, these engines
feature a unique set of Honda-exclusive
technologies to provide increased power
across the entire rev range. Low fuel
consumption, exceptional reliability
and reduced periodical maintenance
requirements all combine to minimise the
overall cost of ownership.

VTEC™ delivers more power, torque and
efficiency at every speed. At 4500rpm,
a special high-lift cam engages to pack
more air into the combustion chamber to
produce more power.

NMEA2000 compatibility allows the
engine to communicate with onboard
marine electronics to deliver a wide-range
of information to head-unit displays.
When networked with a NMEA2000
capable marine electronics unit, engine
data such as speed, rpm, temperature,
fuel usage and other data can be
displayed on the unit’s screen.

• V
 ariabletrollingspeed.Thesystem
adjusts in 50rpm increments between
650-900rpm. (Trolling switch
optional extra).

The BF150 features Variable Valve Timing
and Lift Electronic Control (VTEC™)
developed for Honda’s high-performance
sportscars. Introduced in the early
1990s, VTEC™ is the benchmark
technology used on every Honda motor
vehicle sold today. The system ensures
smooth, stable idling with an even further
reduction in fuel consumption, while the
increased valve lift at high revs broadens
the torque curve and provides incredible
top-end power.

honda.com.au

boosTed low speed
Torque (blasT™)
Hole shot and acceleration is significantly
improved by MBT trace control (ignition
timing). MBT – Minimum advance for
Best Torque. Advanced ignition timing
develops more horsepower at low revs
to get the hull up on the plane quicker.
Super-strong acceleration with rapid
advancement of the throttle.

lean burn conTrol
Inclusion of lean burn control offers
significantly improved fuel consumption
over Direct Injection two-stroke models
and even further improved consumption
over competing four-stroke models.
The mode in which lean burn control is
used, is referred to as ECOmo (Economy
Controlled Motor).

This patented technology pioneers a new
age in four-stroke outboard engines and
will be the benchmark for future Honda
engine designs.
HONDA 150HP

Conventional
Low Cam
+
Long Air Port

Torque

maximum power

VTEC™ and Dual Stage Induction work
to produce a longer, flatter torque profile:
the ultimate in fine-tuned performance.
[VTEC: BF150 only]
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20

30

High Cam
+
Short Air Port
40

50

60

RPM

NM
EA2000

• T
 hree-WayCooling.Threeseparate
cooling circuits for more power with
long-term durability.
• ‘OnDemand’40amp,belt-driven
alternator reduces heat build-up and
provides superior battery charging
capability – 30amp at 1000rpm and
40amp at 2000rpm+!
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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powerful
performer
honda’s bf75 and bf90 ouTboards are based on
The same engine ThaT powers honda’s number one
selling moTor vehicle, The jaZZ. a range of hondaexclusive Technologies and power-To-weighT
raTios on par wiTh ThaT of Two-sTroke ouTboards
resulT in besT-in-class performance on all levels!

BF90/75

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

besT in class

boosTed low speed
Torque (blasT™)

The BF75 and BF90’s 1.5L, SOHC,
16-valve, inline four-cylinder engine
is inspired by the same remarkable
engine that powers Honda’s number one
selling motor vehicle, the ‘Jazz’. With the
exception of the cylinder sleeves, these
engines feature an all-aluminium alloy
block, resulting in a very lightweight
and powerful package. The BF90 is also
equipped with Variable Valve Timing and
Lift Electronic Control (VTEC™) – the
same system Honda uses in its motor
vehicles. VTEC™ ensures smooth,
stable idling with an even further
reduction in fuel consumption, while
the increased valve lift at high revs
broadens the torque curve and
provides incredible top-end power.

blasT off
Mind-blowing hole shot performance is
a combination of Honda’s revolutionary
Boosted Low Speed Torque (BLAST™)
system, which advances ignition timing
during acceleration, and an exclusive
high-performance, hydrodynamic gear
case design that features an enlarged
bullet and a low 2.33:1 ratio. Multi-port
Programmed Fuel Injection (PGM-FI),
which delivers precise amounts of air/
fuel to each of the four cylinders, also
accurately controls ignition timing across
the entire rev range, providing optimum
overall performance.

honda.com.au

Hole shot and acceleration is improved
by MBT trace control (ignition timing).
MBT – Minimum advance for Best Torque.
Advanced ignition timing develops more
horsepower at low revs to get the hull
up on the plane quicker. Super-strong
acceleration from 0-50m!
This patented technology pioneers a new
age in four-stroke outboard engines and
will be the benchmark for future Honda
engine designs.

lean burn conTrol

racing Technology

Adjusts the air/fuel mix according to
speed and load to maximise efficiency.

VTEC™ delivers more power,
torque and efficiency at every speed.

Inclusion of lean burn control offers
significantly improved fuel consumption
over direct injection two-stroke models as
well as over competing four-stroke models.

At 5200rpm, a high-lift cam engages
to pack more air into the combustion
chamber to produce more power.

The mode in which lean burn control is
used, is referred to as ECOmo (Economy
Controlled Motor).

VTEC™ works to produce a longer, flatter
torque profile: the ultimate in fine-tuned
performance. [VTEC: BF90 only]

feaTures
More Power–Greater Fuel econoMy
Air/Fuel Ratio
20

Fuel

Fuel
30%

18

16
14
12
10

Air

Air

• P
 owerful1.5L,SOHC,16-valve,inline
four-cylinder engine.
• Tillersteeroptionavailable.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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The green
machine
honda’s bf60 four-sTroke efi ouTboard engine
expands The premium producT range available To
ausTralian boaTers. combining exclusive honda
Technologies in a lighTweighT package, The new
bf60 delivers besT-in-class performance.

BF60

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

jam packed

forward Thinking

Weighing 110kg, the newly-designed,
water-cooled, 998cm3 three-cylinder
engine incorporates electronic fuel
injection, Honda’s revolutionary
Boosted Low Speed Torque (BLAST™)
air/fuel ratio and ignition-timing
technology, and lean burn control
to deliver powerful start-up and
acceleration together with outstanding
fuel economy during cruising (ECOmo).
A high-performance gear case further
contributes to the BF60’s impressive
acceleration and top-end speed.

Sporting a futuristic new look that reflects
its superior performance, the BF60 is
available in remote control (including a
Power Thrust model) and tiller versions.
Among its many features, the multifunction tiller handle incorporates a power
trim-tilt switch which is conveniently
located in the throttle grip, so the
engine can be easily trimmed while
underway allowing the operator to remain
completely focused on the water.

Along with its powerful 17amp (22amp
Power Thrust model) alternator, the BF60
is also NMEA2000 compatible, which
allows the engine to communicate with
onboard electronics to deliver a widerange of information to head-unit displays.

power ThrusT
A Power Thrust model (BFP60) is
also available – in remote control
configuration only at this stage. Its
large gear case allows the use of a
larger diameter and larger blade area
propeller, which is particularly useful
in big boat/heavy load applications.

honda.com.au

boosTed low speed
Torque (blasT™)

mulTi-funcTion
Tiller handle
The BF60’s multi-function tiller handle
incorporates a power trim-tilt switch in
the throttle grip, so the operator can trim
the engine while underway and remain
completely focused on the water.
Other tiller handle functions including
handle height adjustment, throttle friction
adjustment and tool-less steering grip
friction adjustment. The BF60 also has
a reversible shift lever, which can be
mounted on the left or right side.

Trolling conTrol swiTch

Hole shot and acceleration is improved
by MBT trace control (ignition timing).
MBT – Minimum advance for Best Torque.
Advanced ignition timing develops more
horsepower at low revs to get the hull
up on the plane quicker. Super-strong
acceleration from 0-50m!
This patented technology pioneers a new
age in four-stroke outboard engines and
will be the benchmark for future Honda
engine designs.

The tiller handle also comes standard with
a trolling control switch, which allows the
operator to make fine speed adjustments
(per 50rpm between 750rpm and
1000rpm) with a single switch operation.

nmea2000 compaTible
NMEA2000 compatibility allows the
engine to communicate with onboard
marine electronics to deliver a wide-range
of information to head-unit displays.
When networked with a NMEA2000
capable marine electronics unit, engine
data such as speed, rpm, temperature,
fuel usage and other data can be
displayed on the unit’s screen.

NM
EA2000
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lean burn conTrol
Adjusts the air/fuel mix according to
speed and load to maximise efficiency.
Inclusion of lean burn control offers
significantly improved fuel consumption
over direct injection two-stroke models as
well as over competing four-stroke models.
The mode in which lean burn control is
used, is referred to as ECOmo (Economy
Controlled Motor).

feaTures
• PowerThrustversionisavailable.
• P
 owerful17ampmulti-poleACgenerator
(22amp on Power Thrust model).
• B
 othremotecontrolandtillersteer
versions available.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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ULTIMATE
PERFORMANCE
The most technologically-advanced, lightweight, QUIETEST
FOUR-stroke 40hp AND 50HP outboard engines the World has
ever seen. Fuel injected efficiency and BLAST™ technology
deliver powerful acceleration and performance.

BF50/40

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

compacT innovaTion

ulTimaTe performance

nmea2000 compaTible

feaTures

The BF40 and BF50 outboard engines
retain their class-leading lightweight,
compact packaging, enhanced with
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection, Honda’s
original Boosted Low Speed Torque
(BLAST™) air/fuel ratio and ignition-timing
technology, and lean burn control to
deliver powerful startup and acceleration
together with outstanding fuel economy
during cruising (ECOmo).

BLAST™, along with a newly designed
gear case and other improvements,
contributes to improved acceleration and
a higher top speed.

NMEA2000 compatibility allows the
engine to communicate with onboard
marine electronics to deliver a wide-range
of information to head-unit displays.
When networked with a NMEA2000
capable marine electronics unit, engine
data such as speed, rpm, temperature,
fuel usage and other data can be
displayed on the unit’s screen.

• 1
 7ampbatterychargingcapacity–
at the top of its class for outboard
engines with the same output.

winning design
A reduction gear is employed to achieve
compact engine layout by offsetting the
in-line three-cylinder engine forward,
while a long-branch plastic inlet manifold
and miniaturised electronic components
further contribute to the class-topping
lightweight, compact design.
Like Honda’s larger outboard engines, the
BF40 and BF50 feature a striking ‘wing
form’ design, emphasising the design
concept of slimness and strength.

Hole shot and acceleration is improved by
MBT trace control (ignition timing). MBT –
Minimum advance for Best Torque.
Advanced ignition timing develops more
horsepower at low revs to get the hull
up on the plane quicker. Super-strong
acceleration from 0-50m!

lean burn conTrol

This patented technology pioneers a new
age in four-stroke outboard engines and
will be the benchmark for future Honda
engine designs.

operaTional performance
and reliabiliTy

Adjusts the air/fuel mix according to
speed and load to maximise efficiency.
Inclusion of lean burn control offers
significantly improved fuel consumption
over direct injection two-stroke models as
well as over competing four-stroke models.
The mode in which lean burn control is
used, is referred to as ECOmo (Economy
Controlled Motor).

A set of four warning lamps alerts the
operator in the event of low oil pressure,
overheating, charging malfunction, or
PGM-FI electronic fuel injection system
malfunction.
Waterproofing of the gear case has been
enhanced with an optimised shift rod seal
and other improvements.

honda.com.au

NM
EA2000
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• B
 F40andBF50canbeusedwitha
wide range of boat types due to their
lightweight, compact design.
• A
 newone-touchplasticcappermits
easy inspection of anode wear inside
the engine, for significantly improved
ease of maintenance.
• N
 oiselevelshavebeenreducedby
1.0dB over the previous model.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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THE QUIET ACHIEVER
Honda’s BF25 AND BF30 boasts a host of innovative features. No need to
mix fuel and fuel efficiency that will pay for itself. Ample power with
exceptional torque through the mid range. Boating has never been easier.

BF30/25

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

versaTiliTy and power

cenTre mounT Tiller

dual acTion power Trim and TilT

The BF25 and BF30 are compact and
lightweight powerplants that combine
Honda’s world-renowned reliability
with instant throttle response and
extraordinarily smooth, stable and quiet
operation. These engines incorporate
a number of user-friendly features that
enable maximum on-water enjoyment,
whether trolling in the shallows or
motoring across open water.

• E
 rgonomicallydesignedfor
exceptionally comfortable control

Get better hull manoeuvrability and performance with Honda’s power trim and tilt models.
Trim range is -4° to +12°

• H
 andleis200mmlongerandangled
125mm higher

feaTures

• Remotecontrolmodelsalsoavailable

• Large552ccdisplacementengine.Providessuperiortorqueinmid-rangeoperation.

auTo sTarT enrichmenT

• C
 ompactthree-cylinder,three-carburettordesignutilisesonecarburettorpercylinder.
This design is more responsive than competitive throttle bodies with long intake runners.

a breaTh of fresh air
As four-stroke engines run on unleaded
petrol, there’s no need to mix oil and
petrol. As a result, even at idle there’s no
need to worry about unpleasant fumes
that are common to two-stoke engines.

cruise wiTh confidence
Both models incorporate a number
of innovative features including: Auto
Start Enrichment; a Centre Mount Tiller;
Programmed Ignition (PGM-IG); nonlinear mounting; Engine Alert System; and
power trim and tilt. With such functional
and reliable features, boating has never
been easier. The BF25 and BF30 are
available in both remote control and tiller
steer configurations for use in a wide
range of boating applications.

honda.com.au

The ECU automatically adjusts the air/
fuel mixture for quick, easy starting just
like fuel injection.

• P
 rogrammedIgnition(PGM-IG)accuratelycontrolsignitiontimingduringstart-upand
across the entire rev range for optimum overall operation.
• 1
 0amp(electricstart)alternatorensuresbatterychargeismaintainedwhileoperating
electronics and other accessories.
• H
 onda’sinnovativeEngineAlertSystemmonitorsvitalenginefunctionsandassistsin
preventing damage by alerting the operator of overheating and low oil pressure.
• Gasassisttilttillerhandlemodelavailable.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.Apatented,‘double-sealed’multi-layeredpaintprocess.
Sacrificial anodes and stainless steel technology, along with waterproof connectors, all
enhance corrosion protection.

uP Front ShiFt

throttle Friction

enGine alert laMPS

Ptt Switch
Key Switch
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ouTsTanding
performance
honda’s bf15 and bf20 deliver unrivalled innovaTion To The
porTable range. ideally suiTed To 3-4.5m aluminium and inflaTable
boaTs, These engines provide responsive, smooTh and reliable
power in a lighTweighT design. honda’s advanced four-sTroke
Technology resulTs in efficienT clean and quieT operaTion.

BF20/15

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

reliabiliTy in a
compacT design

power TilT & gas assisT TilT

highesT amps

broad range of models

Honda’s exclusive Power Tilt, Gas Assist
Tilt and Manual Tilt variations put these
engines in a class of their own.

12amp (electric start) and 6amp (manual
start) alternators keep batteries in top
condition with a lot more charging power.

The BF20 is available in nine separate
model variations including manual or
electric start, power or gas assisted tilt,
and tiller or forward control.

superior handling power
The BF20 is equipped with Power Tilt
and Gas Assist Tilt variations – perfect
for effortless engine tilt operations
and shallow-water running. Cruising is
improved and more comfortable with
Honda’s unique pendulum-motion
mounting system. This system, featured
in both the BF15 and BF20, is specially
designed to reduce vibration and
maximise user comfort. A convenient
Forward Mount Shift Lever allows
fingertip shifting, while a Twist Grip
Throttle and Tensioner ensures superior
throttle friction, minimising driver fatigue.

honda.com.au

4 A M P S M o r e @ 3000 R P M

12

on

9

AMPS

With a high output 350cc displacement
and long-stroke design, the BF15 and
BF20 are top performers, providing
optimum torque at any speed.
Programmed Ignition (PGM-IG) also
accurately controls ignition timing during
start-up and across the entire rev range
for optimum overall operation. A 12amp
(electric start) alternator also ensures
excellent charging power to keep
batteries in top condition. Thanks to their
incredible lightweight, the engines are
also very easy to transport. A foldaway
handle positioned at the exact balance
point of each engine makes it easy to
carry the outboard in a level position.

6
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RPM

1000

feaTures
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3000

reverse exhausT relief

5000

exhauSt

Forward

water
PreSSure
reverSe

• A
 utoStartEnrichment(onelectricstart
models) automatically adjusts the air/
fuel mixture for quick, easy starting and
warm-up just like fuel injection.
• 1
 2amp(electricstart)alternator
ensures battery charge is maintained
while operating electronics and
other accessories.

exhauSt

Exhaust gases are diverted away from the
propeller while in reverse, allowing the
propeller to run in clean water.

• H
 ighoutput350ccdisplacement
engine. Provides superior torque
throughout the entire rev range.

• C
 onvenientfoldawayhandlepositioned
at the exact balance point of each
engine makes it easy to carry the
outboard in a level position.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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freedom on
The waTer

honda’s bf8 and bf10 have deserved repuTaTions
builT on superior reliabiliTy and economy.
combining responsive, reliable and economical
power in a lighTweighT package, These engines
deliver compleTe saTisfacTion. perfecT for use on
inflaTable boaTs and small aluminium dinghies,
The bf8 and bf10 are easily TransporTable Thanks
To Their convenienT foldaway carry handles.

BF10/8

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

compacT and powerful

easy handling

reverse exhausT relief

The BF8 and BF10 have been designed
for boaters who want dependable
performance in a portable package.
Perfectly suited for use with sailboats,
inflatables and small aluminium boats,
their lightweight and compact profile make
them very easy to transport. A foldaway
handle positioned at the exact balance
point of each engine makes it easy to carry
the outboard in a level position.

For increased control and reduced
steering effort, the BF8 and BF10 feature
a large gear shift lever located at the front
of the engine. This convenient Forward
Mount Shift Lever allows fingertip shifting,
while a Twist Grip Throttle and Tensioner
ensures superior throttle friction,
minimising driver fatigue and enhancing
manoeuvrability.

Exhaust gases are diverted away from
the propeller while in reverse, allowing the
propeller to run in clean water.

advanced performance
As with all Honda outboards,
advanced four-stroke technology
means unparalleled easy starting,
quiet operation and low emissions.
The BF8 and BF10 have very low fuel
consumption and maintenance costs, yet
still deliver optimum performance and
durability for which Honda is renown.
Programmed Ignition (PGM-IG) also
accurately controls ignition timing during
start-up and across the entire rev range
for optimum overall operation.
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exhauSt

exhauSt

Forward

water
PreSSure
reverSe

lighTweighT design

power ThrusT propeller

• T
 heBF10isoneofthelightestfour-stroke
engine in its class. This allows convenient
transport and easy mounting to any hull.

Honda’s Power Thrust Propeller – a
four-blade propeller design – creates
significantly more thrust in both forward
and reverse gears. (optional)

• C
 onvenientfoldawayhandlepositioned
at the exact balance point of each engine
makes it easy to carry the outboard in a
level position.

Centre of gravity

feaTures
• P
 rogrammedIgnition(PGM-IG)alsoaccuratelycontrolsignitiontimingduringstart-up
and across the entire rev range for optimum overall operation.
• C
 onvenientForwardMountShiftLeverallowsfingertipshifting,whileaTwistGrip
Throttle and tensioner ensures superior throttle friction, minimising driver fatigue.
• H
 ighOutputCharging–12amp(electricstart)and6amp(manualstart)outletsmaintain
battery charge and keep electronics powered, even at trolling speed.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.Apatented,‘double-sealed’multi-layeredpaintprocess.
Sacrificial anodes and stainless steel technology, along with waterproof connectors, all
enhance corrosion protection.

honda.com.au
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BF5/2.3

CARE-FREE
BOATING

HONDA’S BF2.3 AND BF5 ARE EXTREMELY RELIABLE AND QUIET. THE
LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN AND ERGONOMIC CARRY Handles OF THESE
ENGINES MAKES BOATING CONVENIENT AND FUN, RATHER THAN A HASSLE.
HONDA’S ADVANCED ENGINEERING PACKS LOTS OF PERFORMANCE INTO A
SMALL PACKAGE, COMBINING A LARGE NUMBER OF INNOVATIVE FEATURES
IN THE LIGHTEST POSSIBLE PACKAGE!

LIVE THE LEGEND.

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGy & SPECIAL FEATURES

porTable power

The righT amounT of muscle

cenTrifugal cluTch (bf2.3)

feaTures

Although these compact engines pack
enough punch to push a boat out to sea,
they’re light enough to be carried back to
the car! Thanks to the ergonomic carry
handle fitted to each engine, the BF2.3
and BF5 can be taken anywhere. Despite
their size, these engines boast all the
benefits of Honda’s advanced four-stroke
technology, which is second to none. The
BF5 features a 3amp battery charging
outlet as standard equipment, as well as
a safety lock-out system that allows the
engines to be started only in neutral gear.

Boaters can take advantage of
significantly higher engine displacement
for more low and mid-range power. Even
at low revs, the BF2.3 and BF5 have solid
and reliable torque to move heavier hulls
than other engines in their class.

This model comes standard with a
centrifugal clutch. The engine is able to
maintain a smooth idle and then upon
advancing the throttle it automatically
engages the propeller above idle speed.
It’s like having a neutral position.

• W
 orld-renownedHondafour-stroke
quality combines proven reliability and
superior fuel efficiency, with no oil mixing.

easy and cosT effecTive
To operaTe
For increased control and reduced
steering effort, the BF2.3 and BF5 each
have a Twist Grip Throttle which ensures
superior throttle friction and enhances
response and manoeuvrability. Just like
the rest of Honda’s outboard range, these
engines are also extremely fuel efficient.

honda.com.au

roTaTes 360° (bf2.3)
Get in and out of tight spots with ease,
or go in any direction on the compass,
with this extremely manoeuvrable engine.
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• L
 ightest2.3hpfour-strokeavailable!Even
lighter than most two-stroke outboards.
• 1
 Lintegralfueltankfacilitateseasy
removal and portability as one unit.
(BF2.3).
• L
 ightweight/compactdesign.Easyto
transport and perfect for small tenders.
• T
 wistGripThrottleensuresprecise
throttle control, while the throttle
tensioner minimises driver fatigue.
• B
 F5incorporatesasafetylock-out
system that permits the engines to be
started only in neutral gear.
• B
 F5featuresa3ampbatterycharging
outlet as standard equipment.
• 4
 -FrontCorrosionProtection.A
patented, ‘double-sealed’ multi-layered
paint process. Sacrificial anodes and
stainless steel technology, along with
waterproof connectors, all enhance
corrosion protection.
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seaworld
sea world, The mulTi-award
winning 25 hecTare park locaTed on
queensland’s gold coasT, is one of
The largesT marine Theme parks in
The world. The park’s commiTmenT To
educaTing visiTors abouT proTecTing
The marine environmenT and iTs
acTive role in ausTralian marine
research and rescue is naTionally
and inTernaTionally recognised.

research and rescue
Honda is the official and exclusive
outboard motor and ski boat sponsor for
Sea World and is proud to be partners for
the research and rescue boat, Sea World
2. The Sea World Research and Rescue
Foundation is a non-profit organisation
dedicated to funding and promoting
independent marine research projects.
Through research and rescue activities, the
Foundation aims to help build knowledge
and appreciation of the wondrous variety
of life in our oceans. The Sea World
Research and Rescue Foundation Inc
(SWRRFI) has been a major benefactor
of marine research in Australia since its
incorporation in 1991. The Foundation
seeks to encourage and assist marine
sciences and to date has supported over
120 research projects relating to aspects
of the biology of marine vertebrates and
considers applications from both the
private and public sectors.

sea world – dolphin cove,
shark bay & sea lion sTadium
Honda is a major corporate partner of
Sea World. The partnership now spans
over 10 years, with no end to the alliance
in sight. Honda’s portable BF15 and
BF20 are used in Sea World’s wonderful
marine attractions Shark Bay, the dolphin
show Imagine and Sea Lion Show – Fish
Detectives. These motors are lightweight,
economical and, most importantly,
environmentally friendly.

boab boaT hire
as ausTralia’s leading Trailerable boaT
hire company, boab boaT hire uses honda
engines exclusively on every boaT wiThin
iTs ausTralia-wide neTwork.

Boab Boat Hire provides consumers with
an easy, affordable and safe option to get
out on the water. The company’s selection
of well-maintained, environmentallyfriendly hire boats come equipped on a
trailer or already launched and ready to go.
Whether it’s a lazy day spent cruising, a
fun-filled day of water sports, or an inshore
or offshore fishing adventure, Boab Boat
Hire has the boat for you!
Boab offers the choice of several fullyequipped vessels – a large Centre Cab
powered by a Honda BF150; a Sports
Rider with either a Honda BF135 or Honda
BF90; a Kimberley All-Rounder with a
Honda BF75 and a smaller Runabout with
a Honda BF50. Boab boats are fitted with
quality marine electronics, safety gear and
other essential equipment for a safe and
enjoyable time on the water.

They can be towed to any destination for a
day, a weekend, a week or longer.
Safety, reliability, economy and trust are
essential features of Boab’s philosophy
and operational requirements, particularly
when hiring boats to the general public.
Not only does the Honda brand stand
true on all of these features, Honda also
has the corporate culture to ensure these
values continue to be upheld in the form of
providing the market with a product that’s
second to none!
www.boabboathire.com.au

dave ‘nuggeT’
downie
fishing media idenTiTy
“Not only is it ultra-quiet, there are no fumes
whatsoever. When I push the throttle down,
the instant power out of the hole is as good
as any outboard I’ve ever driven. As a fishing
writer, radio presenter and TV show host, I
spend 150-200 days a year on the water and
engine reliability is paramount. These days,
the last thing on my mind is my motor – I
turn the key and my Honda starts first time
every time. It runs whisper quiet and at the
end of the day I’m always surprised at how
little fuel it has used.”
www.nuggetfishing.com.au

al mcglashan
fishing media idenTiTy
“Fishing more than 250 days a year, for
everything from billfish to snapper, I expect
a lot from my outboard. I need something
that’s ultra quiet for livebaiting, super
economical for long runs to the fishing
grounds, but above all I need an engine that
will never let me down when I’m way out
to sea. When filming for our TV show ‘Big
Fish, Small Boats’ or the Strikezone series
of groundbreaking fishing DVDs, an engine

that also doesn’t vibrate excessively is
paramount. With all this in mind, there is only
one choice for me – Honda. Every time I go
to sea I do it with absolute confidence, as I
know my Honda will always bring me home.”
www.almcglashan.com

UNFORGETTABLE HOUSEBOATS
Honda-powered dream holidays on the mighty Murray
Unforgettable Houseboats has the
largest and most luxurious fleet of
houseboats in Australia. Powered
exclusively by Honda four-stroke
outboards, these popular houseboat
holidays are just that – unforgettable.

Unforgettable Houseboats proprietor
Mark Flanagan said he had a couple of
Honda engines that had logged over 8500
hours! The consummate professional,
Mark would never settle for second best
and said reliability was “everything”.

Based on the Murray River at Mannum,
in South Australia, Unforgettable
Houseboats’ current fleet comprises 10
houseboats, which have from two up
to 12 berths, catering for honeymoons
through to family holidays. The vessels
feature such luxuries as king-size and
queen-size beds, spas, gourmet galleys
with dishwashers and microwaves,
ducted air-conditioning and other homeaway-from-home comforts.

“We look for maximum commercial life
with the minimum amount of downtime, and we don’t need to look any
further than Honda. Running a hire-drive
operation such as this, where people are
essentially on their own to enjoy their
holiday, absolutely everything on that
boat has to be 110 per cent reliable… and
Honda delivers that, along with superquiet operation, environmentally-friendly
and fuel-efficient operation.”

Powering one of these beauties is no mean
feat, which is why Honda is the outboard
of choice. In fact, the business has 24 of
the technologically-advanced engines,
powering everything from its largest threetiered cruiser to its smallest tender!

www.unforgettablehouseboats.com.au

Honda’s BF75, BF90, BF115 and BF135
outboards are the most widely-used models
in the fleet. As well as being very fuelefficient and powerful enough to move these
mighty river cruisers, they’re super reliable.
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ALWAyS DEMAND HONDA GENUINE PARTS & ACCESSORIES

GENuINE pARTs, ACCEssORIEs & OIL

honda marine parTs and accessories are
engineered wiTh The same passion for
perfecTion as all honda engines. proper
mainTenance using genuine honda producTs
will ensure a long and pleasurable boaTing
experience. all ouTboard engines have
iT rough in Their waTery environmenTs
and have To sTand up To high rpm and
demanding loads. work wiTh your local
honda dealer To develop an all-season
mainTenance schedule, which will ensure
furTher peace of mind while on The waTer.

honda engine oil

marine care kiTs

Honda’s FC-W rated 10W-30 marine oil has
been globally approved by the National Marine
Manufacturing Association (NMMA) to meet the
rigorous FC-W standards.

Give your Honda some T.L.C. before you hit the
water. Honda Marine Care Kits include;

Benefits of using Genuine Honda Marine Oil

1 x Honda Spray Cleaner and Polish (340g)

• Increasedrustandoxidationinhibitorstofight
corrosion in the marine environment

1 x Honda Fuel Stabliser (236ml)

• S
 hearstablepolymerstoresistviscosity
breakdown under high rpm and
high-load conditions

honda marine wash

• S
 uperioranti-foamingcharacteristicstobetter
protect the engine at high rpm
• A
 dditionalanti-wearadditivesforimproved
bearing protection
• Availablein20L,4Land946ml

gear case oil
Synthetic blend designed to provide the maximum
amount of protection for your Honda gear case.

1 x Honda Marine Multi-Purpose Grease (397g)
1 x Honda Multi Purpose Lanolin Spray (400g)

Honda Marine Wash is a concentrated, powerful
heavy duty cleaner which effectively cleans all
washable surfaces of grease and grime.

honda marine sTain remover
Honda Marine Stain Remover is an acid-based
cleaner designed for removing salt stains, waterline
stains and rust stains.

ouTboard covers
Full cover and splash covers available.

corrosion proTecTion spray
Multi-purpose lanolin liquid. (12 Cans)

hondacatalogue.com.au

HONDA MARINE RIGGING kITS
all honda rigging componenTs
and accessories are manufacTured
To The highesT possible sTandards,
providing you wiTh The confidence
and reliabiliTy you have come To
expecT from The world’s largesT
engine manufacTurer.

insTrumenTaTion
Monitor every aspect of your engine with
Honda instruments. Whatever your boating
requirements, Honda has the instruments
to meet them from basic analogue to the
latest in digital engine monitoring. All Honda
instruments are of the highest quality to ensure
the most accurate and reliable monitoring.
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key swiTch panels

fuel sysTems

gmi10 uniTs deliver:

Honda offers a range of key switch panels
designed to complement its premium controls.
No matter what your boat’s dimensions, you
can choose from a wide range of electrical
harnesses and extension looms.

Take advantage of Honda’s portable, secure
plastic fuel tanks (12L or 25L capacity),
complete with an integrated gauge on top to
check the fuel level. They’re easy to carry,
thanks to a large ergonomic handle, and
extremely safe. Their plastic construction
means there is no risk of leakage due to
corrosion. Honda also provides fuel filters
and water separators to be fixed on the fuel
line, between the inbuilt fuel tank of the boat
and the engine. They prevent condensed
water from the fuel tank altering the engine’s
vital functions – for example, water mixing
with air/fuel in the combustion chamber
which would result in poor performance and
serious engine damage.

• U
 p-to-dateaccuratefuelflow
• Distancetogoonremainingfuel
(displayed in km and miles)
• Totalfuelusedforyourtrip
• Remainingfuelinyourfueltank
• Accuratefuelgaugeoncetank
capacity is set
• Abilitytoresetfueltanklevels
at the touch of a button
• Nofueltanksenderrequired
for fuel tank levels
• Allengineparametersableto
be displayed as a gauge
• Ecolightdisplayedwhileengine
is in Eco mode
• Gearselectiondisplayed
(Forward, Neutral, Reverse)
• EngineDiagnosticTroubleCodes
(displayed if present)
• Diagnostictroublecodesare
stored in GMI10 history

remoTe conTrols
To get optimum pleasure from your boat
and engine, it’s essential to feel in complete
control at all times. Thanks to Honda’s
extensive range of remote control designs
and styles, you can experience the pure
pleasure of operating your boat in total
comfort and safety. It makes driving so
much more enjoyable, with everything
from speed and direction to trim and gear
selection comfortably under your control.

nmea 2000 compaTibiliTy
Utilising the NMEA 2000 (engine-to-electronics
data communication) network, Honda’s NMEA
2000-compliant engines output all manner of
engine performance and management data to
provide operators with accurate information
from rpm and trim to fuel flow, trip speed/fuel
consumption averages and much more.
(Available on BF40 - BF60 and BF115 - BF250)

NM
EA2000
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOG
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Type

TECHNICAL spECIFICATIONs

DiSpLACEmENT
BOrE & STrOKE
FuLL THrOTTLE rpm rANGE
rATED pOwEr
pOwE
COOLiNG SYSTEm
SYSTE
iNDuCTiON
iGNiTiON SYSTEm
SYSTE
STArTiNG
STArT
r iNG SYSTEm
rT
SYSTE
ExHAuST
DriVE
GEAr rATiO
GEAr SHiFT
EquipmENT
ALTErNATOr O
OuTpuT
prOpELLEr
DiAmETEr x piTCH
(S-TYpE)
(L-TYpE)
(x-TYpE)
pOwEr Trim & Ti
TiLT
GAS-ASSiSTED TiLT
EmErGENCY STOp
S
SwiTCH
OiL prESSur
prESSurE ALErT
TEmpErATurE ALErT
TEmpErATur
rEV-LimiTEr
rEV
rEV-Limi
TEr
SpEEDOmETEr piCKup
SpEEDOmETE
DimENSiONS
OVErALL LENGTH
OVErALL wiDTH
OVErALL HEi
HEiGHT
(S-TYpE)
(L-TYpE)
(x-TYpE)
(xxL-TYpE)
TrANSOm H
HEiGHT
(S-TYpE)
(L-TYpE)
(x-TYpE)†
(xxL-TYpE)†
Dr wEiGHT (KG)
DrY

bf250

bf225

bf200

bf175

bf150

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, VTEC / 24 valves
3583cc

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, VTEC / 24 valves
3471cc

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, 24 valves
3471cc

four-stroke SOHC 60°
V6, 24 valves
3471cc

four-stroke DOHC
four cylinder, VTEC / 16 valves
2354cc

89 x 96mm

89 x 93mm

89 x 93mm

89 x 93mm

87 x 99mm

5300 - 6300 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

250HP @ 5800 RPM

225HP @ 5500 RPM

200HP @ 5500 RPM

175HP @ 5500 RPM

150HP @ 5500 RPM

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

2.00:1

1.87:1

1.87:1

1.87:1

2.14:1

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

12v-90amp

60amp

60amp

60amp

40amp

optional

optional

optional

optional

optional

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

920mm

920mm

920mm

920mm

845mm

625mm

625mm

625mm

625mm

580mm

–

–

–

–

–

1760mm

1670mm

–

–

1665mm

1887mm

1800mm

1800mm

1800mm

1790mm

2014mm

1925mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

508mm

508mm

–

–

508mm

635mm

635mm

635mm

635mm

635mm

762mm

762mm

–

–

–

278

267

267

267

217

L IVE THE LEGEND
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bf135

bf115

bf90

bf60

bfp60 power ThrusT

four-stroke DOHC
four cylinder / 16 valves
2354cc

four-stroke DOHC
four cylinder / 16 valves
2354cc

four-stroke SOHC
four-stroke SOHC
four cylinder, VTEC / 16 valves four cylinder / 16 valves
1496cc
1496cc

bf75

four-stroke
three cylinder / 12 valves
998cc

four-stroke
three cylinder / 12 valves
998cc

87 x 99mm

87 x 99mm

73 x 89mm

73 x 89mm

73 x 79.5mm

73 x 79.5mm

5000 - 6000 RPM

4500 - 6000 RPM

5300 - 6300 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

135HP @ 5500 RPM

115HP @ 5250 RPM

90HP @ 5800 RPM

75HP @ 5500 RPM

60HP @ 5500RPM

60HP @ 5500RPM

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Electric

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

2.14:1

2.14:1

2.33:1

2.33:1

2.08

2.33:1

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

40amp

40amp

35amp

35amp

17amp

22amp

optional

optional

optional

optional

3 x 11 /8 x 14 Inches

3 x 14 x 11 Inches

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

–

–

–

–

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

845mm

845mm

740mm

740mm

777mm 851mm tiller

792mm

580mm

580mm

440mm

440mm

417mm

417mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

1665mm

1665mm

1566mm

1566mm

1397mm

1453mm

1790mm

1790mm

1693mm

1693mm

1524mm

1580mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

508mm

508mm

537mm

537mm

521mm

531mm

635mm

635mm

664mm

–

648mm

658mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

217

217

163

162

110

119

1

NOTE: Weight specification is based on lightest versions. VTEC (Variable Valve timing & Lift Electric Control) †BF115-BF250 counter rotation models available. All Honda outboards are power rated with N.M.M.A. procedures. Specifications are subject to change.
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ADVANCED TECHNOLOG
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bf50
Type

TECHNICAL spECIFICATIONs

DiSpLACEmENT
BOrE & STrOKE
FuLL THrOTTLE rpm rANGE
rATED pOwEr
pOwE
COOLiNG SYSTEm
SYSTE
iNDuCTiON
iGNiTiON SYSTEm
SYSTE
STArTiNG
STArT
r iNG SYSTEm
rT
SYSTE
ExHAuST
DriVE
GEAr rATiO
GEAr SHiFT
EquipmENT
ALTErNATOr O
OuTpuT
prOpELLEr
DiAmETEr x piTCH
(S-TYpE)
(L-TYpE)
(x-TYpE)
pOwEr Trim & Ti
TiLT
GAS-ASSiSTED TiLT
EmErGENCY STOp
S
SwiTCH
OiL prESSur
prESSurE ALErT
TEmpErATurE ALErT
TEmpErATur
rEV-LimiTEr
rEV
rEV-Limi
TEr
SpEEDOmETEr piCKup
SpEEDOmETE
DimENSiONS
OVErALL LENGTH
OVErALL wiDTH
OVErALL HEi
HEiGHT
(S-TYpE)
(L-TYpE)
(x-TYpE)
(xxL-TYpE)
TrANSOm H
HEiGHT
(S-TYpE)
(L-TYpE)
(x-TYpE)†
(xxL-TYpE)†
Dr wEiGHT (KG)
DrY

bf25

bf20

four-stroke vertical inline SOHC four-stroke vertical inline SOHC four-stroke SOHC
three cylinder / 6 valves
three cylinder / 6 valves
three cylinder / 6 valves
808cc
808cc
552cc

bf40

bf30

four-stroke SOHC
three cylinder / 6 valves
552cc

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves
350cc

70 x 70mm

70 x 70mm

61 x 63mm

61 x 63mm

59 x 64mm

5500 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

50HP @ 5750 RPM

40HP @ 5500 RPM

30HP @ 6000 RPM

25HP @ 5500 RPM

20HP @ 5500 RPM

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Programmed Fuel Injection

Programmed Fuel Injection

Three Carburettor

Three Carburettor

One Carburettor

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

Full Transistorised Battery Ignition

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

Electric

Electric

Electric / Recoil

Electric / Recoil

Electric / Recoil

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

2.08:1

2.08:1

2.08:1

2.08:1

2.08:1

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

17amp

17amp

10amp (Elec) 4amp (Man)

10amp (Elec) 4amp (Man)

12amp (Elec) 6amp (Man)

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Four-Blade Aluminium

–

–

91/4 x 12 Inches

91/4 x 12 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

111/4 x 13 Inches

111/4 x 13 Inches

91/4 x 12 Inches

91/4 x 12 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

113/4 x 10 Inches

–

–

–

91/4 x 10 Inches

Available

Available

Available

Available

Power Tilt

Available

Available

Available

Available

Available

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

694mm

694mm

640mm

640mm

650mm

372mm

372mm

375mm

375mm

350mm

–

–

1195mm

1195mm

1110mm

1364mm

1364mm

1320mm

1320mm

1240mm

1465mm

–

–

–

1380mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

431mm

431mm

433mm

521mm

521mm

552mm

552mm

563mm

622mm

–

–

–

703mm

–

–

–

–

–

98

98

72.5

72.5

46.5

NOTE: Weight specification is based on lightest versions. VTEC (Variable Valve timing & Lift Electric Control) †BF115-BF250 counter rotation models available. All Honda outboards are power rated with N.M.M.A. procedures. Specifications are subject to change.
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bf15

bf10

bf8

bf5

bf2.3

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves
350cc

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves
222cc

four-stroke SOHC
two cylinder / four valves
222cc

four-stroke OHV
one cylinder / two valves
127cc

four-stroke OHV
one cylinder / two valves
57cc

59 x 64mm

58 x 42mm

58 x 42mm

60 x 45mm

45 x 36mm

4500 - 5500 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

4500 - 5500 RPM

4000 - 5000 RPM

5000 - 6000 RPM

15HP @ 5000 RPM

10HP @ 5500 RPM

8HP @ 5000 RPM

5HP @ 5000 RPM

2HP @ 5500 RPM

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Water Cooled

Forced Air

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

One Carburettor

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

PGM-IG

Transistorised Pointless

Electric / Recoil

Electric / Recoil

Recoil

Recoil

Recoil

Through Prop

Through Prop

Through Prop

Under Water Above Propeller

Under Water Above Propeller

2.08:1

2.33:1

2.33:1

2.08:1

2.42:1

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

F-N-R

360O Pivot

12amp (Elec) 6amp (Man)

12amp (Elec) 6amp (Man)

6amp

3amp

–

Four-Blade Aluminium

Four-Blade Aluminium

Four-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Aluminium

Three-Blade Plastic

91/4 x 10 Inches

91/4 x 9 Inches

91/4 x 9 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 1/4 x 4 3/4 Inches

91/4 x 10 Inches

91/4 x 8 Inches

91/4 x 8 Inches

7 7/8 x 7 1/2 Inches

7 1/4 x 4 3/4 Inches

–

91/4 x 9 Inches

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Available

–

–

–

–

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

–

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

–

Standard

Standard

Standard

Standard

–

–

–

–

–

–

650mm

493mm

493mm

525mm

410mm

350mm

345mm

345mm

350mm

280mm

1110mm

1107mm

1107mm

1005mm

945mm

1240mm

1237mm

1237mm

1135mm

1100mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

433mm

433mm

433mm

445mm

418mm

563mm

563mm

563mm

572mm

571mm

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

46.5

42

42

27

12.2
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TEAm HONDA mAriNE

TEAM HONDA MARINE
(THM) IS AN EXCITING
LOyALTy PROGRAM FOR
OWNERS OF HONDA
OUTBOARD ENGINES

Passion
FOR FISHING
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JOIN FREE
TODAy!

HONDA MARINE
ADDED ADVANTAGE

Promoting environmentally-friendly fishing
and boating, THM encourages active online
participation among its members, through
fishing photo competitions, member blogs,
special offers and much more.

firsT-class dealer neTwork
and afTer sales service

Membership is FREE to all owners of
Honda outboard engines – and all members
are encouraged to make the most of the
exclusive special offers available on the
website throughout the year.
As the primary communications portal for
members, the THM website also offers:
• V
 ideo-basedfishing/boatingtips
and techniques
• ProAnglerreportsfromaroundAustralia
• Latestnewsandupcomingevents
• Member-onlycompetitions
• Detailedweatherreports
• M
 embersblogtopostphotos/stories
of latest catches
• P
 eriodice-newslettersentto
all members
Visit www.teamhondamarine.com.au
and sign-up for your FREE membership
to become a THM member today!

Honda’s range of four-stroke marine
outboard engines is supported by
Honda’s expansive national dealer
network and Honda Australia’s dedicated
after sales support team.
To further support dealers and
consumers, Honda Australia operates the
Honda Certified Technician (HCT) training
program – a technical course specifically
designed for service technicians within
the Honda national dealer network.
HCT training comprises three levels of
competency – Certified, Advanced and
Master – with each level covering in detail
a range of topics including maintenance,
repairs, diagnostics and customer care.
Under the watchful eye of highly-qualified
and industry-experienced trainers,
technicians undergo extensive training in
the form of practical and theoretical study to
ensure their understanding of the technical
components of Honda Marine products.
Contributing to the success of the HCT
training program, The Australian Institute
of Training and Development (AITD)
awarded the HCT training program as
a 2011 finalist in the category ‘Best
Implementation of a Blended Learning
Solution’ for outstanding contribution to
the practice of learning and development.
The HCT objective is to become an
industry leader in providing competitive
knowledge and skills-based training to
achieve successful outcomes across

the Honda national dealer network
and, most importantly, to provide
competent technicians who will service
Honda products to the highest possible
standards for consumers.
Ask your dealer if your engine is being
serviced by a Honda Certified Technician.

honda genuine parTs
and accessories
Honda produces an extensive range of Honda
Genuine Parts and Accessories, as well as
specially formulated marine engine oils.
Designed and manufactured to exact
specifications, Honda Genuine Parts,
Accessories and Oils are the only way
to keep your Honda outboard engine
operating in peak condition.
When it comes time to service your Honda
outboard engine, don’t take any chances.
Make sure the work is carried out by an
authorised Honda Marine dealership.
Honda Marine dealers stock all the
general maintenance parts you’ll need
– and if they don’t have it, Honda’s
Parts Distribution Policy ensures that
replacement parts are delivered within
24 hours to dealers located in capital
cities on the eastern seaboard and
within two days for dealers located in
other capital cities and rural regions.
If there is no replacement part available in
Australia, Honda will airfreight it from one of
its overseas factories for prompt delivery to
the dealer. Such is Honda’s commitment to
keep your boat on the water!

never fear, The honda
docTor is here
Honda’s innovative electronic diagnostic
tool, ‘Dr H’, enables immediate analysis of
engine health, which translates into costeffective servicing for owners of Honda’s
technologically-advanced four-stroke
EFI outboards.
The easy-to-use, slimline unit plugs
directly into the outboard engine and
is used in conjunction with a laptop or
desktop computer to provide detailed
engine reports.
As well as allowing Honda’s qualified
technicians to very quickly analyse any
abnormalities and address any areas
of possible concern, Dr H also has the
ability to accurately assess engine usage,
look for previous alert conditions such
as over temperature or low oil pressure,
and allows technicians to print full-service
reports for owners.
The development of Dr H is yet another
positive step forward for Honda dealers
and customers.

1954-1956 Sydney Rd Campbellfield VIC 3061
T 03 9270 1111 F 03 9270 1174 honda.com.au
Honda Australia reserves the right to change specifications at any time. Full warranty details are available
from your authorised Honda Marine dealer. For more information on the Honda Marine range, visit your local
Honda Marine dealer. For dealer locations, call 1300 1 HONDA. Pictures are for illustrative purposes only.
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